
Markov Model Mediator Mechanism vsObject-Oriented Data Model As a DataWarehouse SchemaMei-Ling Shyu Shu-Ching Chen Naphtali RisheSchool of Electrical and High-Performance Database Research CenterComputer Engineering School of Computer SciencePurdue University Florida International UniversityWest Lafayette, IN 47907 Miami, FL 33199AbstractA data warehouse is a conceptual repository thatcollects information from one or more data sourcesand provides a schema that allows this repositoryto be queried by users of the warehouse. The di�-culties in designing a schema for a data warehousewhose member databases are multimedia databasesare mainly caused by the highly diverse nature ofmultimedia data, a very wide range of multimediarequirements, and the heterogeneous schemas of themember databases. In this paper, two possible mod-els for the schema of a data warehouse composed ofmultimedia database systems { the Markov ModelMediator (MMM) mechanism and an object-orienteddata model { are compared based on some design is-sues. The comparative analysis shows that the pro-posed MMM mechanism provides a better schemafor a data warehouse than an object-oriented datamodel.1 IntroductionData warehousing employs database technologiesfor storing and maintaining data. In [4], a datawarehouse is de�ned to be a subject-oriented, inte-grated, time-varying, non-volatile collection of data.A data warehouse does not create value by itself;value comes from the data in the warehouse [8]. Inother words, data warehouses are built in the in-terests of business decision support and contain asummary of historical data from a number of oper-ational databases [5]. Many queries over data ware-houses require summary data that can be supportedby the conceptual schemas (or views) of the datawarehouses. To speed up query processing, a proper

conceptual schema should be designed for a datawarehouse since the performance of a query dependson how the schema is implemented.A data warehouse consists of one or more datasources with heterogeneous schemas. A uniform ac-cess mechanism to heterogeneous information storedin databases with di�erent data models and accessmethods should be provided to ful�ll users' requestsfor readable and useful information. Furthermore,the schema of a data warehouse for a multimedia in-formation system should have the ability to modela variety of multimedia data in terms of their struc-tures, behaviors, and functions.In our previous studies [6, 7], we proposed aMarkov Model Mediator (MMM) mechanism thatcan serve as the schema of a data warehouse. An-other possible model for a data warehouse schemais the object-oriented data model. In this paper, weperform a comparative analysis between the MMMmechanism and the object-oriented data model basedon some issues relevant to the design of a data ware-house. The comparative analysis shows that our pro-posed MMM mechanism provides more functionalitythan an object-oriented data model when it is usedto model the schema of a data warehouse for a mul-timedia information system.This paper is organized as follows. In the nextsection, the proposed MMM mechanism is briey in-troduced. Section 3 presents the comparative anal-ysis between the MMM mechanism and the object-oriented data model. Conclusions are presented inSection 4.



2 The Markov Model Mediator(MMM) MechanismThe proposed Markov Model Mediator (MMM)mechanism adopts theMarkov Model framework andthe mediator concept. [9] de�nes a mediator to be aprogram that collects information from one or moresources, processes and combines it, and exports theresulting information. A Markov model is a well-researched mathematical construct that consists ofa number of states connected by transitions. Thestates represent the alternatives of the stochasticprocess and the transitions contain probabilistic andother data used to determine the state that shouldbe selected next. All transitions Si ! Sj such thatPr(Sj j Si) > 0 are said to be allowed, the rest areprohibited.There are two types of MMMs. Each database ismodeled as a local MMM and each data warehouseis modeled as an integrated MMM. The compact no-tation �=(S;F ;A;B,�;	), where S is a set of mediaobjects called states, F is a set of attributes/features,A denotes the state transition probability distribu-tion, B is the observation symbol probability distri-bution, � is the initial state probability distribu-tion, and 	 is a set of augmented transition net-works (ATNs), is adopted for the MMM mecha-nism. The formulations of A;B, and � for an MMMand the construction of the data warehouses fora network of databases are shown in [6, 7]. Theaugmented transition network (ATN) is a semanticmodel used to model multimedia presentations, mul-timedia database searching, and multimedia brows-ing. For the details of ATNs, please see [1, 2].3 Comparative AnalysisThe following subsections discuss some of the ca-pabilities inherent in the MMM mechanism and theobject-oriented data models when they are used tomodel the schema of a data warehouse in a multime-dia information system.3.1 Schema Independence SupportIn object-oriented data models, user requests aremethod calls. Ideally, the application views wouldhave a full set of generic methods that are imple-mented in terms of methods of objects across multi-ple database schemas. While these generic meth-ods are needed, they are di�cult to support be-cause resources are often not described using thesame object formalism. Hence, the semantics and

implementation techniques for inter-model mappingsare inevitably needed if an object-oriented datamodel is used to model the schema of a warehouse.Inter-model mappings involve schema translation orschema transformation, which introduce overhead tothe warehouse. In addition to data, methods alsoneed to be integrated. For example, the de�nitionof methods on a warehouse schema should involvethe reuse of behavior implemented in the memberdatabases. Pre-existing method de�nitions at themember database level can be seen as sub-routinesof methods at the warehouse level. Issues includedealing with equivalences and discrepancies betweenthe methods de�ned in di�erent member databases.On the other hand, the proposed integratedMMMs support schema independence. The only in-formation required from each member database is itsmedia objects and their attributes/features. A localMMM is constructed for each member database andthe semantic relationships among the media objectswithin the database are captured in that local MMM.An integrated MMM is then constructed from thelocal MMMs of the member databases. As long aseach data model of a member database provides thede�ning classes (tables) and their corresponding setsof features (attributes), the semantic relationshipscan be maintained in an integrated MMM withoutmapping between schemas. In other words, schemaautonomy can be preserved as much as possible andschema independence can be supported by using theMMM mechanism.In order to construct the schema of a data ware-house and extract information from the warehouse,there is a need to conceptually merge databases.Here, the object-oriented data model and the MMMmechanism are compared when each of them is se-lected to model the schema of the warehouse, asshown in Figure 1. In Figure 1(a), the schema ofthe relational database needs to be translated intoan object-oriented schema if an object-oriented datamodel is chosen as the schema of the warehouse. Asdepicted by the big dashed ellipse, it takes threesteps to translate a relational schema into an object-oriented schema. The three steps are as follows [3]:1. Step 1: relation ) class2. Step 2: foreign key ) association attribute3. Step 3: \is-a" relationship ) inheritanceFor details of the translation steps, please see [3].After the schema translation process, the rela-tional database can be viewed via an object-orientedschema. Since the other member database in thisexample is an object-oriented database, there is noneed for further schema translation. Both the trans-lated object-oriented schema and the object-oriented
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databaseFigure 1: Conceptual merge of a relational databaseand an object-oriented database if (a) an object-oriented data model or (b) the MMM mechanismserves as the schema of the data warehouse.member database are the inputs to the merge pro-cess, as shown in the small dashed ellipse in Fig-ure 1(a). The merge process requires the resolutionof semantic conicts that occur among the memberdatabases in order to extract information from thedata warehouse.On the other hand, the proposed MMM mecha-nism supports schema independence. In other words,there is no need to execute the schema translationprocess for the member databases. As shown inFigure 1(b), the relational database and the object-oriented database enter the merge process withoutundergoing any schema translation processes. TheMMM mechanism still needs to resolve any semanticconicts among the member databases in the mergeprocess.3.2 Database Autonomy PreservationAs mentioned earlier, an object-oriented datamodel is schema-dependent when it is used to modelthe schema of a data warehouse, so those mem-ber databases whose schemas are not object-orientedmust have their schemas translated before the con-ceptual merge. To allow this, the member databases

should provide some detailed information during theschema translation process, such as the functionaldependency and inclusion dependence for a relationaldatabase. Moreover, the data in a member databasewill be manipulated in an object-oriented mannerregardless of its original schema. Sometimes, dataconversion is unavoidable.On the other hand, database autonomy can beeasily maintained by using the MMM mechanism.No member database needs to expose all of its infor-mation to its integrated schema; instead, only higherlevel information such as the media objects and theircorresponding set of attributes/features need to beprovided. Data in a member database can be ma-nipulated via its own schema without any data con-version.3.3 Multimedia Data ModelingMost of the current object-oriented data mod-els do not have the necessary functionality to sup-port multimedia data. In current object-orienteddata models, relationship semantics do not exist;only simple composition, which describes associa-tions without temporal or spatial structures, exist.Spatial and/or temporal relationships can be ex-pressed by augmenting standard relationships withadditional methods and classes in object-orienteddata models. The augmented classes and methodsmanipulate multimedia data within the database astyped objects. However, they generally provide avery limited set of options, so multimedia data can-not be easily queried, reused, or supported by theunderlying multimedia database management system(MDBMS) without representable spatial and tem-poral structures. In addition, the current object-oriented data models tend to provide simple classstructures rather than a complex multimedia frame-work.On the other hand, our proposed MMM mecha-nism supports the spatial and/or temporal relation-ships, synchronization, and Quality of Service (QoS)controls necessary for multimedia presentations. Inthe MMMmechanism, the spatial/temporal relation-ships of the multimedia presentations are maintainedby the ATNs associated with the media objects. Theinput of an ATN is a multimedia input string whichcan capture the spatial and temporal relationships ofmultimedia data and provide a means to query themultimedia data [1, 2].
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